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Abstract 
Boos, J. and H. Tietz. Convexity theorems for the circle methods of summability, Journal of Computational 
and Applied Mathematics 40 (1992) 151-155. 
A well-known theorem due to Littlewood (19111 and Andersen (1921) tells us that the family of summability 
methods consisting of the Abel method and ail Ceshro methods C,, (Y > - 1, is convex. In this paper we prove 
that this theorem remains true if we replace the Abel method and the Cesaro methods by the Bore1 method 
and the Euler-Knopp methods of positive order, respectively. Furthermore, we give some variants of this 
result in case of other circle methods of summability. 
Keywords: Convexity (of families of summability methods), Tauberian theorems, circie methods (of summabil- 
ityl. 
1. Introduction 
A complex sequence s = {s,,} is called Abel-summable to u (shortly A-iim s,, = a) if the series 
!x 
f(x) := c s,x” 
II = 0 
converges for 0 <X < 1 and lim, ~ 1 _ (1 - x)f(x) = u. It is called Cesiiro-summable of order 
a! > - 1 to CT (shortly C,,-lim s,, = a) if lim,, +z<Cas)tl =0, where 
(C -S,n:=(nia)m’ i (“-t;“_+-‘)s,,, n=O, l,... . 
u = 0 
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It is well known that for - 1 <a <p the implications 
C,-lim s,, = 0 j Co-!im s,, = (z =3 id-lim s,, = fl, 
and the following “Convexity Theorem” due to Littlewood [7, p.4481 (in case of cy, /3 integers) 
and Andersen [2, p.801 hold. 
Theorem L?Q. I’ CY > - 1, th A-lim s,, = 0 A C,s E m implies C,-lim s,~ = CT for each p > CY. 
The sequence s is called Bore&summable to G (shortly B-lim s,# = g) if the series 
converges for each x- > 0 and lim, _= e -‘g!x) = 0. It is called Euler-Knapp-summable of order 
Q > 0 to o (shortly E,-lim s,, = ~2) if lim,, _%( E,s),, = (T, where 
(E,s), := 5 (‘:)cu’.(l - ~y)‘~-“~,,, 0” := 1. 
1’ = 0 
(1 1) . 
Note, the symbol E, means the Euler-ISnopp method (of order a) as well as the lower 
triangular matrix defining the summabilib method E,. It is well known that the implications 
E,-lim s, = m = EP-lim s, = 0 =S B-lim s, = CT (1 2) . 
aretrueforO<p<a. 
The aim of this note is to present the following theorem for the Euler-Knapp methods and 
the Bore1 method analogous to Theorem LA, to give two different proofs and some variants 
and generalizations of it. 
Theorem 1.1. If cu 2 0, then B-lim s,~ = (z A E,s E m implks EP-lim s,, = r~- for each p with 
o<p<cx. 
2. Notations 
Unless stated otherwise, the it‘ _lex of sequences runs from 0 to 00. lf {x,) and { y,} are 
sequences with y,, f 0 for tr 2 n,, and a suitably chosen n, E N, then, as usual, x,, = @‘( y,,) 
means that the sequence {x,Jy,,} E m, where m denotes the set of all bounded complex 
sequences. If a sequence s = (s,J is fixed, we put a, := s, - s,, _ 1 with s _ 1 := 0 and r := {T,) with 
Tn := na,. In addition to the methods B and E, we consider the produc? method BE, where 
BE,-lim s, = 0 means B-lim( Eas),$ = U. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
We are going to give two different proofs of Theorem 1.1. The first one is based on the 
following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.1. (a) If LY > 0 and p > 0, then 
E,Ep = Eap. 
(b) If O<cu<l andsEm, then 
B-lim s,, =U c=$ E,-lim s,l=o. 
(c) If CY > 0, then 
B-lim s, =U * BE,-lim s,=u. 
(3 1) . 
(3 2) . 
(3 3) . 
Parts (a) and (b) are due to Agnew [ 1, (1.611 and Meyer-IS&rig [8, Satz 251, respectively. For 
the statement in (b) one also says that the methods B and E, with 0 < cy < 1 are m-equivalent 
(or often b-equivalent). Especially, the methods E, and EP with 0 < cu,p < 1 are m-equivalent. 
Part (c) was stated by Meyer-K&rig and Zeller [9, No. 31. 
First proof of Theorem 1.1. Let 0 < p < LY. Then 0 < p/a! < 1. Thus, noting Eas E m, (3.3), (3.2) 
and (3.1) imply B-lim s, = 0 * BE,-lim s,, = u e B-lim( E& = o * E@,,-lim( E,s), = CT H L$- 
lim s,, = 0. Cl 
Apart from the elementary statements (a) and (c) of Lemma 3.1 the m-equivalence of the 
methods B and E, (0 < (Y < 1) is the essential tool in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Conversely, the 
m-equivalence of these methods is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1 (put ar := 1 and 
note (1.2)). Corresponding considerations can be found in [3,4]. 
In view of a generalization of Theorem 1.1 we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. (a) If ar > 0, then 
(E&,, - (Ecls),,_I =n-‘(E&,, for n = 1, 2 ,... . 
(b) B-lim s,, = u A &a,, ,- @( 1) 3 lim s, = (T. t1 + m 
(c) v 0 < (Y < 1, then 
(3.4) 
5, = @Cl) = G((ELYs), - (E&-J =@(I)* (3 ) .5 
Part (a) is a corollary of [12, p.148, II] since E, is a Hausdorff method and the Tauberian 
theorem (b) is due to [5, Thecr:m 2.11. Part (c) may be found, for example, in [ll, (l)] and it 
also follows from a result of [6, Lemma 21. 
Theorem 3.3. If 6 > 0, then B-lim s, = a A (E&, = @‘(&> implies &-lim s, = c* 
Proof. B-lim s, = (T implies B-lim( E&, = (T by (3.3). With (3.4) and the assumptions we get 
Therefore, the statement of the theorem follows from Lemma 3.2(b). 0 
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Besides the elementary parts k) of Lemma 3.1 and (a) of Lemma 3.2 the Tauberian theorem 
in Lemma 3.2(b) is essential for the proof of Theorem 3.3. Conversely, this Tauberian theorem 
is an immediate corollary of the statement in Theorem 3.3 applied for p = 1. 
Second proof of Theorem 1.1. Let 0 < p < Q. Applying Theorem 3.3 for a proof of Theorem 1.1, 
it is sufficient to verify 
(E@+ =c”(\(;;)- 13.6) i 
Let E := @/at and x = {x,J with x,.~ := (E&. Then, by (3.0, we get s,, = ( El,a~)n arrd thus on 
account of (3.41, 
T?l = R((EI,&,I - (E,,~~),-IJ = (E1,k(xEP -x.J-I)li,9 
from which we get, again with (3.4), the equalities 
(E & = (E$J),, = (E&(x,. -x~_,)))~ =n((E,:j, - (E,n-),_,). 
From this together with x,~ = @‘( 1) and (3.5) the desirr:ii statement (3.6) follows. 0 
4. Some variants of Theorem 1.1 
The rzethods R and E, are so-called circle methods (see [12, No. 681). This class of 
summab&y methods contak:< 3 also the TayZor method T, (0 < 6 < 1) and the Meyer-K&zig 
method S, (0 h: S < 1). A bequenc- b s is called T,-summabk tc cr (shortly T,-lim s, = CT) if the 
series 
(T-.:-j, := (1 3)n+’ i ( ~)~y-“s, (4 1) . 
v=n 
converges for n = 0, 1,. . . and limn__JT& = a; it is called S,-summable to 0 (shortly 
.S;- irm s, = a) if the series 
(S,s), := (1 - qntl 2 I” ; “)6”s, (4 2) . 
If=0 . 
converges for n = 0, 1,. . . and lim, _,,(S,s), = G. Note, the symbols T, and S, mean the Taylor 
method and the Meyer-K&rig method as well as the (row infinite) matrices Ts and S, defining 
the respective summability methods. The following lemma is due to [8, Theorems 15, 20 and 
251. 
Lemma 4.1. (a) If 0 < 6 < 1, then 
T,-lim s, =0 j S,-lim s,=0. 
(bi If O<S<l,O<a<l andh:=S/[6+a(l-S)], then 
S, = S,E,. 
(c) If 0 < S < 1 and s E m, then 
B-lim s, =U * S,-lim s,=a. 
(4 3) . 
(4 4) . 
(4 5) . 
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Theorem 4.2. .!j” y>O and O<S< 1, 
&jJq s, cIr SgEy. 
then in Theorem 1.1 we may replace B bY E,, BE,,, T,, 
Proof. On account of (1.2) and (3.3) the statements concerning E, and BE, are immediate 
corollaries of Theorem 1.1, and because of (4.3) it is still sufficient to consider S, and S, E,. 
Thus, let S,-lim s, = c and suppose 0 < cy < 1. Putting A := S/[ S + a(1 - S)] as in Lemma 
4.1(b) we get S,-lim(E,s), = U, being equivalent to B-lim( E,& = CF because of E,s E m and 
(4.5). Therefore, as in the first proof of Theorem 1.1 we get Ep-lim s, = u for 0 < p < cy. Now, 
let LY 2 1. Then, Eas E m and the regularity of E,,, imply s = E,, ,/E,s E m. Thus, S,-lim s, 
= 0 and B-lim s,, = (+ are equivalent by (4.5). Hence the assertion follows again by Theorem 
1‘1. Next, let S,E,,-lim s,~ = u and suppose y < Q. Then E,s E m implies EYs urn. Hence 
S, E,-lim s, = u is equivalent to B-lim s,, = U, by Lemma 4.1(c) and (3.3), and the assertion 
follows from Theorem 1.1. Finally, let y > cy. Then, by ‘Lemma 4.1(b), there exists a A with 
0 < A < 1 such that S, = S,E,,,. Thus SBE, = S,E,, by (3.1), and tl;l: assertion follows as in 
the case before. •I 
Finally, let us remark that there are some scnnections between summability and stochastics 
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